
Abstract 
All the experts and all the psychiatrists in the medical environment know that a strong contingent of psychopaths 
begin their delinquent career as unbalanced to complete it, it is, however, a crucial question.from puffiness to 
delirious efflorescence and from level to level, like authentic schizophrenics. 

Another point seems to insufficiently underlined, which testifies to the structural defect, to the psychopathic lack of 
organization. It is rare for one to die as a psychopath: after the classic turn of quarantine, what often dominates is 
chronic alcoholism, drug addiction, homelessness, for those who did not die prematurely by accident, overdose or 
alcoholic decompensation. Some find a less tragic outcome in a profession that resonates with their grandiose self, in 
a companionship with an older woman, both mothering and complacent about deviations or violence, having found, 
behind the rolling tatok of mechanics, the child B repair and then, some switch from rebellion against authority to the 
defense of small property and claim in the second part of their life what they had discovered in the first. 

Dynamics and Treatement by psychologists , the addresses three problematics : first the question of the existence of a 
psychopathic malaise in today’s society characterized by the prevalence of the act and all powerful omnipotence of 
the act and the all powerful omnipotence on psychic intemalisation. Second, the serial killer and the fascination he 
inspires is addressed in a comparison between the United States and France and Morocco. Finally, the attempts to 
determine the principal characteristics. He considers essential to oppose clinical truth to the dual disorders of the 
serial killer and psychopathology its underlying stakes. Clinic, medico-legal and psychopathological, which has resulted 
in sterile “quarrels of experts”: opposing organized and disorganized serial killers, perverse and psychotic psychopaths, 
is not enough. In line with previous research aimed at an exploration of clinical criminology through psychoanalytic 
psychopathology, if they do not refer to extreme criminal situations, were nevertheless likely to facilitate the 
understanding of serial crimes. 
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